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Collection of the monthly climatological reports of the United States by state or region with monthly and annual National summaries.
This book contributes to better recognition and comprehension of the interconnection between archaeology and political pressure, especially imposed by the totalitarian
communist regimes. It explains why, under such political conditions, some archaeological reasoning and practices were resilient, while new ideas leisurely penetrated the local
scenes. It attempts to critically evaluate the political context and its impact on archaeology during the communist era world wide and contributes to better perception of the
relationship between science and politics in general. This book analyzes the pressures inflicted on archaeologists by the overwhelmingly potent political environment, which
stimulates archaeological thought and controls the conditions for professional engagement. Included are discussions about the perception of archaeology and its findings by the
public. ?
16-year-old super-studier Nagi Umino, second-year student at the Meguro River Academy high school, was switched at birth. On his way to a dinner to meet his birth parents, he accidentally
meets the brash, outspoken, Erika Amano, who is determined to make Nagi her fake boyfriend as she never wants to actually marry. But once Nagi makes it to dinner, he finds his parents
have decided to resolve the hospital switch by conveniently having him marry the daughter his birth parents raised…who turns out to be none other than Erika herself! Erika feels torn-up after
seeing Nagi and Hiro on a date, so she forces him to go on a date with her, too. How will Nagi deal with his new conflicted feelings? Meanwhile, Nagi’s grades have taken a hit due to his new
living situation, and Hiro is about to learn a major secret… Things start heating up in this tangled love rectangle!
La talpa (eLit)Harper Collins Italia
Journal de l'Empire
Non c'è pace per il procuratore capo Janet McNeil nemmeno quando si mette a letto. Le sue notti sono tormentate da terribili incubi, mentre le sue giornate la vedono impegnata in un difficile
processo contro un membro di un gruppo di attivisti razzisti, che non ci penserebbe due volte a incaricare uno dei suoi per farla fuori. L’unico porto tranquillo sembra essere presso la casa di
Simon Green. Sarà lui ad aiutarla quando le minacce si fanno più concrete. Infatti Simon non è esattamente l’economista che dice di essere.
After a cyclone transports her to the land of Oz, Dorothy must seek out the great Wizard in order to return to Kansas.
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